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Visual systems exploit temporal continuity principles to
achieve stable spatial perception, manifested as the
serial dependence and central tendency effects. These
effects are posited to reflect a smoothing process
whereby past and present information integrates over
time to decrease noise and stabilize perception.
Meanwhile, the basic spatial coordinate—Cartesian
versus polar—that scaffolds the integration process in
two-dimensional continuous space remains unknown.
The spatial coordinates are largely related to the
allocentric and egocentric reference frames and
presumably correspond with early and late processing
stages in spatial perception. Here, four experiments
consistently demonstrate that Cartesian outperforms
polar coordinates in characterizing the serial bias—serial
dependence and central tendency effect—in
two-dimensional continuous spatial perception. The
superiority of Cartesian coordinates is robust,
independent of task environment (online and offline
task), experimental length (short and long blocks),
spatial context (shape of visual mask), and response
modality (keyboard and mouse). Taken together, the
visual system relies on the Cartesian coordinates for
spatiotemporal integration to facilitate stable
representation of external information, supporting the
involvement of allocentric reference frame and

top-down modulation in spatial perception over long
time intervals.

Introduction

Localizing objects in space, as one of the fundamental
purposes of vision, is challenging because visual inputs
to the retina are constantly varied either by self-motion,
such as eye movements and head motion, or by changes
in the outside world (Whitney, 2002). Meanwhile, our
spatial perception effortlessly undergoes continuous and
stable spatiotemporal experiences instead of a series of
frozen temporal moments. A key strategy our visual
perception employs is the so-called temporal continuity
principle, which assumes that the environment would
be similar to the one moments ago without abrupt
changes in between (Fischer & Whitney, 2014; Rucci,
Ahissar, & Burr, 2018). According to this principle,
our brain integrates spatial information over time to
stabilize spatial perception, and an intriguing relevant
phenomenon is the “serial dependence” effect, that
is, the perceived spatial location of a target in the
current trial would be attracted to that in previous trials
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(Bliss, Sun & D’Esposito, 2017; Burr & Cicchini, 2014;
Fischer & Whitney, 2014; Manassi et al., 2018; Manassi
& Whitney, 2022). In addition to being influenced by
recent trials, our spatial perception also tends to be
driven to the averaged location across a much longer
temporal span, namely, the “central tendency” effect
(Allred et al., 2016; Petzschner, Glasauer & Stephan,
2015; Sheth & Shimojo, 2001; Sciutti et al., 2012).

The serial dependence effect has been viewed as an
adaptive smoothing process by forming a continuity
field over space and time (Fischer & Whitney, 2014;
Liberman et al., 2014), yet the basic spatial coordinates
(Cartesian vs. polar) underlying this spatiotemporal
continuity kernel remains obscure. The answer
is closely related to reference frames exploited in
spatial perception (Collins, 2019; Drissi-Daoudi
et al., 2020; Fischer & Whitney, 2014; Klatzky, 1998;
Mikellidou, Cicchini, & Burr, 2021). Specifically,
in an allocentric reference frame, spatial perception
would entail Cartesian coordinates to form optimal
global representations and stabilize visual experiences
(Gallistel, 1990; Yang, 2018), whereas an egocentric
perspective would be more retinotopic and eye centered
to maximize discrimination of visual features over
time, thus favoring the polar coordinates (Zetzsche,
Krieger, &Wegmann, 1999). The Cartesian versus polar
coordinates, given their respective associations with
late and early visual processing, might also correspond
with the attractive and repulsive serial dependence,
respectively (Fritsche, Mostert, & de Lange, 2017;
Fritsche, Spaak, & De Lange, 2020; Pascucci et al.,
2019).

The present study aims to examine the human
stable spatial perception from two new perspectives:
continuous two-dimensional (2D) space and the
underlying spatial coordinates. By using a spatial
location reproduction task within a 2D continuous
space and measuring the serial dependence and central
tendency, we demonstrate, in four experiments, that the
Cartesian coordinates better characterize the spatial
bias effect, compared with the polar coordinates. The
role of Cartesian coordinates is robust and consistent,
independent of task environment (online and offline
tasks), experimental length (short and long blocks),
spatial context (shape of the visual mask), and response
modality (keyboard and mouse). Taken together, in a
2D continuous space, the visual system tends to rely
on the Cartesian coordinates to stabilize and update
spatial perception over time.

Methods

We conducted four experiments to systematically
investigate the way of 2D spatial representation
(Cartesian or polar coordinates) across time by

examining location serial dependence and central
tendency effects. In experiment 1, subjects were
instructed to report both spatial location and
orientation of a Gabor patch in each trial. Accordingly,
we examined the serial dependence effect for both
spatial location and orientation. The purpose of the
orientation task was to validate the data quality and
analysis, because the orientation serial dependence
effect has been widely shown in previous studies. In
experiments 2, 3, and 4, we only examined the location
serial dependence effect. Experiments 1 and 4 were
conducted in the laboratory. Because of the coronavirus
disease 2019, experiments 2 and 3 were conducted
online, and we used PsychoPy3 (Peirce et al., 2019)
to build the experiments and ran them on the online
platform pavlovia.org. Participants completed the
experiment in a web browser on their PC, participating
via mobile phone or tablet was not permitted.

Participants

The sample size was determined based on previous
serial dependence in orientation reproduction studies
(Fritsche et al., 2017). Twenty-three volunteers (six
males), aged from 19 to 25 years, participated in
experiment 1. For experiment 4, we recruited 27
participants (11 males, aged 18–24 years). They all
have normal or corrected-to-normal visions. For
experiments 2 and 3, we respectively recruited 398
and 409 participants online through prolific.co. All
participants in the four experiments were naive to
the purpose of the experiment, and they received
compensation for participation. The study was
approved by the Departmental Ethics Committee of
Peking University, and it was conducted in accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants gave
informed consent before the experiments.

Apparatus and materials

The Gabor patch had a spatial frequency of
two cycles per degree, with a peak contrast of 25%
Michelson and a 0.4° standard deviation Gaussian
contrast envelope. The square noise patch was 15°
in diameter and consisted of white noise smoothed
with a 0.91° standard deviation Gaussian kernel. The
response bar was white, 0.2° in width, and windowed
in the same 0.4° standard deviation Gaussian contrast
envelope. The round fixation dot was 0.2° in diameter
and was always presented at the center of the screen.
All materials were presented on a gray background
(RGB: 127, 127, 127). The experiment was conducted
on a 27-in LCD monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz.
A chinrest was used to keep participants’ viewing
distance at 57 cm. All the experimental programs were
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developed with MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA)
and Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli,
1997).

Design and procedure

Experiment 1
In experiment 1, participants needed to reproduce

both the orientation and location of the Gabor patch
presented at the beginning of each trial. After being
informed of the task, participants did 10 practice trials
that were the same as the formal trial. In the following
formal experiment, each participant did 1,000 trials
separated into 20 blocks. They took a break between
blocks.

The Gabor patch was presented within a circular
area that was centered at the fixation dot and was 15° in
diameter. In each trial, the location of the Gabor patch
was sampled randomly from the uniform distribution
within the round area, and its orientation was sampled
randomly from the uniform distribution between 0°
and 180°. The location and orientation of the response
bars were also randomly sampled in the same way,
independent of those of the Gabor patches.

As shown in Figure 1A, participants viewed a Gabor
patch for 500 ms while maintaining the fixation at the
central white dot. A mask was next presented for 1,000
ms, followed by the response bar. Participants used keys
‘w’ (up), ‘s’ (down), ‘a’ (left), and ‘d’ (right) to adjust
the location of the response bar, and used keys ‘←’
and ‘→’ to rotate the bar to reproduce the orientation
of the Gabor patch. Once the adjustment was done,
participants pressed the space key to finish the current
trial. The order of the location and the orientation
adjustments were not a requirement.

Experiments 2 and 3
Experiments 2 and 3 were conducted online, and

participants only performed the spatial location
reproduction task. Each participant finished 50 trials,
which took about 7 minutes, to ensure the appropriate
experimental length for online experiments. Moreover,
the small number of trials also helps us to examine
whether the results rely on extensive learning or could
occur automatically.

One potential problem of the online experiment was
that the viewing distance and the monitor parameters
varied among participants. To this end, we customized
the stimulus size in pixels to keep their size equal in
visual angle. Viewing distances and screen sizes were
estimated by a virtual chinrest (Li et al., 2020) that
consisted of two tasks. The first task was the card
matching task, during which participants placed a
credit card or a card of equal size on the screen and

adjusted the image size on the screen to match the
real-world card. The card size in pixel was denoted by
parameter a. The second task was the blind spot task,
in which participants fixed their eyesight on a black
square while a red dot was moving from the center to
left. They were asked to press keys as soon as they could
not see the dot (at the blind spot). The length that the
dot traveled through in pixel was denoted by parameter
s. Because the blind spot position is constant among
people (θ, about 13.5°), we could calculate the viewing
distance, by:

Viewing distance (mm) = Card size (mm) × s
tan θ × a

For a stimulus with δ (visual degree) in size, its size in
pixel was:

Size (pixel ) = tan δ × a ×Viewing distance (mm)
Card size (mm)

Screen parameters and viewing distances were
measured first, followed by instructions and six practice
trials with feedback. After practice, participants
performed 50 formal trials.

Experiment 2 aimed to examine if the preference
for Cartesian coordinates could be formed within a
short time (only 50 trials per participant). Experiment 2
used the same task procedure as that in experiment 1,
except that the target stimulus was a red dot of 0.4° in
diameter instead of Gabor patches (Figure 2A left).

Experiment 3 examined if the preference for
Cartesian coordinates arises from the shape of the
mask. Instead of a square mask used in experiments
1 and 2, we truncated the square mask into a round
mask that was 15° in diameter. The other stimuli and
procedures remained the same as those in experiment 2.

Experiment 4
In previous experiments, the keyboard responses

might implicitly create a Cartesian coordinate. For
instance, the trajectories of key response ‘w,’ ‘s,’ ‘a,’ and
‘d’ were in a quadrangular grid-like form. Experiment
4 aimed to examine if the preference for Cartesian
coordinates arises from the keyboard response modality.
To this end, we replaced the keyboard response with
a mouse response, which was free in trajectory and
did not have a bias to either of the two coordinates.
At the response stage, a mouse cursor appeared at
a random position, after which participants clicked
a position to reproduce the location, and the red
dot was then displayed. The response location could
be revised by a new click, and when the adjustment
was done, participants pressed the ‘space’ key to end
the current trial. Other stimuli and procedures in
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Figure 1. Experiment 1 paradigm, quantifying spatial bias by Cartesian and Polar coordinates, and model comparisons. (A) Participants
performed a location and orientation reproduction dual-task on a Gabor stimulus occurring at a random location in a 2D continuous
space, followed by a square mask. During the reproduction stage, subjects adjusted the position and the orientation of a white bar
using keyboards to match the location and orientation of the Gabor stimulus during the perception stage. (B) Pooled results across
subjects (N = 23) for orientation serial dependence. The x axis represents the difference between the current Gabor orientation and
that in the preceding trial. The y axis represents the difference between the reported orientation and the true orientation in the
current trial. The black curve denotes the fitted DoG curve across subjects. The gray points denote all the trials from one
representative subject. (C–E) Serial dependence and central tendency effect on spatial perception in Cartesian coordinates. (C)
Illustration of quantifying spatial bias at x and y axis. (D) Pooled serial dependence effect across subjects on spatial location at the x
axis (left) and the y axis (right). The straight lines denote the best fitting linear trend. The gray dots represent all the trials from one
representative subject in (B). (E) The same as (D), but for central tendency effect. (F–H) Serial dependence and central tendency effect
on spatial perception in Polar coordinates. (F) Illustration of quantifying spatial bias at the ρ axis and the ϕ axis. (G–H) The same as
(DE) but in the polar coordinates. Note that ϕ is not applicable to quantify central tendency effect. (I) Model comparison (Constant,
SD, linear CT, complex CT, SD + complex CT) for four parameters (Cartesian coordinates: x and y; polar coordinates: ρ and ϕ). ※, best

→
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←
model with the lowest AICc; �, nonapplicable. The �AICc is calculated by subtracting the lowest AICc. Dashed line denotes threshold
(log-transition of �AICc = 10) (J) Model comparison between Cartesian and polar coordinates. The dashed line denotes threshold
(log-transition of �AICc = 10).

Figure 2. Robust function of Cartesian coordinates in serial bias in 2D continuous spatial perception (experiments 2–4) (A) Experiment
2 (online experiment, short block, keyboard response). (Left) Participants maintained their fixation on the central point and were
presented with a red dot at random locations in a 2D continuous space, followed by a square mask. During the reproduction stage,
subjects adjusted the position of the red dot with keyboards to match the red dot position during the perception stage. (Middle and
right) model comparison results for experiment 2, with the same setting as Figure 1IJ. (B) Experiment 3 (online experiment, short
block, keyboard response). Left: Subjects performed the same task as experiment 2 but with a round-shape mask. (Middle and right)
Model comparison results for experiment 3, with the same setting as Figure 1IJ. (C) Experiment 4 (offline experiment, long blocks,
mouse response). (Left) Subjects performed the same task as experiment 2, but by using a mouse. (Middle and right) Model
comparison results for experiment 4, with the same setting as Figure 1IJ.

experiment 4 remained the same as in experiment 2.
Each participant performed 1,000 trials divided into
20 blocks.

Data analysis

All data were analyzed using custom MATLAB
(MathWorks) codes and additional functions from
the Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox,

Optimization Toolbox, and Parallel Computing
Toolbox. We analyzed how the past influences the
current visual perception. For serial dependence effect,
we limited “previous influence” to the 1-back trial to
maximize its effect (Fischer & Whitney, 2014) in all
four experiments. Because the serial dependence effect
existed in consecutive trials (1-back), the first trial of
each block was excluded, and the remaining 980 trials
were thus obtained per participant in experiments 1 and
4, and 49 trials were obtained in experiments 2 and 3.
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For the central tendency effect, we calculated its effect
for all noncircular variables in all experiments.

Serial dependence in orientation perception

We calculated the response error in orientation
(error-ori, responded orientation minus stimulus
orientation) and relative orientation of previous trial
(relative-ori, stimulus orientation in previous trial minus
stimulus orientation in current trial). To quantify the
serial dependence effect, we used the well-established
Gaussian derivative (DoG) function (e.g., see Fischer &
Whitney, 2014) to fit the data, given by:

y = awce−(wx)2 + b (1)

Here, x is relative-ori, y is error-ori, a is the amplitude
of the curve peak, w scales the curve width, c is the
constant

√
2/e−0.5 scaling the curve to make a parameter

equal to the peak amplitude, and b describes the vertical
shifts along the y axis. We combined all participants’
data into aggregated data for model fitting. Note
that we normalized response error (error-ori) within
participants to reduce variability among participants,
and thus the dependent variable would be the z-score
of error-ori.

Serial dependence in location perception
The 2D space can be described using two different

coordinate systems, Cartesian or polar. Cartesian
coordinates consist of x and y axes, with each location
being represented by a pair of numerical coordinates.
Polar coordinates consist of ρ (distance) and ϕ (angle)
axes, characterizing a location by its distance from a
reference point and the angle from a reference direction.
The former is a grid-like coordinate system and the
latter is a radial-like one. Notably, the two coordinate
systems share the same original point, that is, the center
of the screen.

The response error in location was defined as the
vector from the stimulus location to the responded
location (error-loc). The relative location of previous
trial was defined as the vector from the current stimulus
location to the previous stimulus location (relative-loc).
We then projected them onto two axes. For Cartesian
coordinates, we obtained the projection of error-loc
on the x axis, error-x, and projection of error-loc on
the y axis, error-y, respectively. The projection of the
relative-loc onto the x and y axes resulted in relative-x
and relative-y (Figure 1C). For polar coordinates, the
projections onto the ρ axis were error-ρ and relative-ϕ,
and the projections onto the ϕ axis were error-ρ and
relative-ϕ (Figure 1F).

The variables on the x, y, and ρ axes are in
noncircular forms, and the variable on the ϕ axis is
circular ranging from –180° to 180°. These two kinds
of variables exhibit different relationships between
“relative” and “error.” For the circular variable on the
ϕ axis, it is in DoG form (Manassi et al., 2018); the
circular variable for orientation in previous studies
(Fischer & Whitney, 2014). For the noncircular
variables on the x, y, and ρ axes, the relationships are in
a linear form as an approximation of the DoG function
whereby independent variables are restricted to a range
of small values, corresponding with the limited space
(e.g., Motala, Zhang, & Alais, 2020).

We fitted the relationship between “error” and
“relative” for the x, y, ρ, and ϕ axes separately.
Specifically, the DoG function for ϕ was defined
in Equation 1. For variables on the x, y, and ρ axes,
a linear fitting function relates x (“relative”) to y
(“error”), by:

y = ax + b (2)

As the orientation serial dependence effect analysis,
we normalized the response error within each
participant and combined all participants’ data.

Central tendency effect in location perception
The central tendency effect only exists in noncircular

variables, which are variables on the x, y, and ρ
axes. For each participant, the same trials in the
serial dependence effect analysis were chosen so that
the two effects were comparable in later analysis.
We characterized the relationship between response
error and current stimulus location to quantify the
central tendency effect. Previous studies on magnitude
estimation discovered the linear relationship between
response error and current stimulus (Petzschner et al.,
2015), but we found that the raw data pattern was more
complicated than the linear relationship, suggesting
an alternative model. Therefore, we proposed a model
called the “complex central tendency model (complex
CT)” to capture the relationship between the current
stimulus location (x) and the response error (y) with
parameters a to e:

y = ax + bsin (cx + d ) + e (3)

The classic linear model (linear CT) relating the
current stimulus location (x) to response error (y) with
parameters a and b was given by:

y = ax + b (4)

As the serial dependence effect analysis, we
normalized the response error within participants
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and combined all participants. We used the corrected
Akaike information criterion (AICc) to compare model
performance (see Statistical analysis) and we found that
the complex central tendency model outperformed the
linear central tendency model for all three axes (see
Results). Therefore, we used the complex CT model to
fit the central tendency data in the following analysis.

Modeling serial dependence and central tendency
To test whether the long-term central tendency effect

and the short-term serial dependence effect coexisted
in the same trial, we proposed the compound model,
including both the serial dependence and central
tendency effect, given by:

y = ax1 + b+ cx2 + dsin (ex2 + f ) (5)

In Equation 5, y is the response error, x1 is relative,
x2 is the current stimulus location, and a to f are free
parameters. If the compound model outperformed both
the complex CT model and the serial dependence model
(SD), it would support the coexistence of two effects in
one trial. Because the central tendency effect only exists
for noncircular variables such as the x, y, and ρ axes,
we proposed the compound model as a combination
of linear serial dependence effect and complex central
tendency effect for the x, y, and ρ axes.

Coordinates comparison
We compared two coordinate systems’ goodness

of fit in explaining the serial dependence and central
tendency effects. In all, we have five candidate models
to describe the serial bias: the SD, linear central
tendency model (linear CT), complex central tendency
model (complex CT), compound model (complex CT
+ SD), and a constant model with a constant bias
(constant). We added the AICc of the best models
among five candidates for the x and y axes to get the
AICc of Cartesian coordinates. We added the AICc of
the best model among five candidates for the ρ axis
and the best model among two candidates for ϕ axis
(constant/DoG serial dependence) to get the AICc of
the polar coordinates. We then compared the AICc of
the two coordinates.

Statistical analyses
For these models, the linear model fitting was

conducted using the fitlm function (“statistics and
machine learning” toolbox), which uses an iteratively
reweighted least squares algorithm. The nonlinear
model fitting was conducted with the fitnlm function,
which uses the Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear
least squares algorithm. We used the Bayesian model

comparison method, using the index AICc (Hurvich
& Tsai, 1989) to select the best model among several
candidate models, that is, the model with the lowest
AICc. We subtracted the best model’s AICc from each
model’s AICc to get the �AICc. If the difference in
AICc between two models is greater than 10, it suggests
strong evidence in favor of the model with lower AICc
(Burnham & Anderson, 2004).

For the serial dependence analysis, we also used
the permutation test that was typically applied to
assess whether there was a significant effect in previous
studies. First, we shuffled the trial sequence of raw data
and fitted the SD to the permuted data. The shuffle
and fitting process was conducted 5,000 times. The
adjusted R2 of those fittings formed a null distribution
against which the adjusted R2 of raw data’s fitting were
compared. The P value was taken as the proportion of
adjusted R2 in null distribution, which was larger than
or equal to the raw data’s fitting adjusted R2.

Furthermore, because the statistical analysis was
conducted on the aggregated data, to account for the
random effect caused by variance across participants,
we also conducted a mixed effect analysis with the
fitglme function and nlmefit function on the offline
experiment data (experiments 1 and 4).

Results

Four experiments were performed to examine the
spatial coordinates for serial bias in 2D continuous
space. As illustrated in Figure 1A, subjects were
presented with a target stimulus (Gabor patch in
experiment 1, black dot in experiments 2–4) followed
by a mask (square mask in experiments 1, 3, and 4;
round mask in experiment 4) in each trial, and were
instructed to perform a position adjustment task
by using keyboards (experiments 1–3) or a mouse
(experiment 4).

Replication of the orientation SD effect
(experiment 1)

In experiment 1, different from experiments 2 to 4,
participants needed to reproduce both the location
and orientation of a Gabor patch (Figure 1A). The
additional orientation task was to validate the data
quality and analysis methods in the present study. As
shown in Figure 1B, experiment 1 replicated the typical
orientation serial dependence effect (e.g., Cicchini,
Mikellidou, & Burr, 2018; Fischer et al., 2020; Fischer
& Whitney, 2014; Fritsche et al., 2017). Specifically,
the reported orientation in the current trial was biased
toward the previously presented orientation, i.e., an
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attractive effect that follows a DoG shape pattern
(�AICc = 252.4, model comparison against constant
model; adjusted R2 = 0.0112, P = 10−4, permutation
test).

Characterizing serial bias in spatial perception
in two coordinates (experiment 1)

After confirming the serial dependence for
orientation features, we next examined the effect on
2D continuous spatial location by examining how the
perceived location in the current trial is influenced by
the position of the previous grating. Importantly, we
quantified the cross-trial spatial bias effect in both
Cartesian (red box; Figure 1C) and polar coordinates
(blue box; Figure 1F). Specifically, the dependence of
the response error in the current trial on the previously
presented position as well as on the overall central
trend, referred to as serial dependence and central
tendency effect respectively, could be characterized by x
and y in the Cartesian coordinates (Figure 1C) and by
ρ and ϕ in the polar coordinates (Figure 1F). We next
built five candidate models to characterize the spatial
serial bias (Figure 1I): a constant model with constant
biases (Constant), a SD, a linear central tendency
model (linear CT), a complex central tendency model
(complex CT), and a compound model comprising
serial dependence and complex central tendency effects
(SD + complex CT).

First, the serial dependence effect on location
exhibited an attractive bias in both coordinates
(Figure 1DG). In the Cartesian coordinates, the
perceived target location in the current trial was
pulled in the direction of the grating position in the
preceding trial, at both the x and y axis. Specifically,
as shown in Figure 1D, the perception error was
positively proportional to the target location shift
across consecutive trials (SD model vs. Constant model;
x: �AICc = 2418.8; y: �AICc = 3824.7). Similarly,
in the polar coordinates (Figure 1G), the perception
error defined at ρ axis also showed a positive linear
pattern (SD model vs. constant model; �AICc =
1382.8). The serial dependence effect for ϕ followed a
DoG-shaped curve(�AICc = 266.6), consistent with
previous findings (Bliss et al., 2017; Manassi et al.,
2018). Permutation tests further supported significant
serial dependence for all the parameters in the two
coordinates (P = 10−4 for all axes).

The central tendency effect occurred as well, for both
coordinates (Figure 1EH). Specifically, the x axis and y
axis in the Cartesian coordinates and the ρ axis in the
polar coordinates revealed a linear relationship between
the position error and the shift of target location from
the center. Note that the ϕ axis in the polar coordinates
was not applicable to quantify the central tendency
effect (right panel, Figure 1H). Given that the complex

CT model surpassed both the linear CT model (X:
�AICc = 1118.5; Y: �AICc = 224.8; ρ: �AICc =
128.2) and the constant model (X: �AICc = 4104.3;
Y: �AICc = 5290.3; ρ: �AICc = 1541.3), we used the
complex CT model in the subsequent analyses.

To test whether the two effects—serial dependence
and central tendency effect—concurrently occurred
in the same trial, we built a compound model (SD
+ complex CT). The model comparison between the
compound model and the single effect models (SD or
complex CT) indeed supported the coexistence of two
effects for x, y, and ρ (Figure 1I) (compound model vs.
SD model: �AICc = 1951.7 for X; �AICc = 1807.8 for
Y; �AICc = 394.5 for ρ; compound model vs. complex
CT model: �AICc = 266.2 for X, �AICc = 342.2 for
Y; �AICc = 236.0 for ρ).

Cartesian outperforms polar coordinates in
characterizing spatial serial bias (experiment 1)

Figure 1I summarizes the model comparison results,
for the four parameters (Cartesian coordinates: x and
y; polar coordinates: ρ and ϕ) and the five different
models (Constant, SD, linear CT, complex CT, SD +
complex CT). Importantly, for all the three noncircular
variables (x, y, ρ), the SD + complex CT model
outperformed the other four models (denoted by ※),
suggesting that spatial perception involves concurrent
serial dependence and central tendency effect. Note
that because the circular variable ϕ was not applicable
for the central tendency effect, it only applied to the
constant and SD models and was denoted in the other
three models by �.

Finally, we compared the two coordinates in their
abilities to quantify the serial bias in 2D continuous
spatial perception. We chose the goodness of fit value
(AICc) of the best model for each of the four parameters
(x, y, ρ, and ϕ) and added the values belonging to the
same coordinates respectively (Cartesian coordinates:
x and y; polar coordinates: ρ and ϕ). As shown
in Figure 1J, the Cartesian coordinates performed
better than the polar coordinates (�AICc = 7959.2).
Furthermore, a mixed effect analysis that considers
random effect also supports that Cartesian outperforms
Polar coordinates (Supplementary Figure S1A).
Therefore, stable spatial perception in a 2D continuous
space over time is better characterized via Cartesian
rather than Polar coordinates.

Cartesian coordinate engages in spatial serial
bias rapidly (experiment 2)

In experiment 1, we found that the Cartesian
coordinates engage the serial bias in 2D continuous
spatial perception. In experiment 2, we tested whether
the finding is a general phenomenon and could persist in
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Constant SD Linear CT Complex CT SD + Complex CT

Experiment 2
Cartesian x 1940.618 1561.0 1359.4 14.9 0

y 1247.2 621.5 431.8 50.4 0
Polar ρ 1078.1 413.0 154.9 40.0 0

ϕ 36.6 0
Experiment 3
Cartesian x 1703.9 1239.0 1183.6 46.9 0

y 1363.9 636.6 355.5 42.8 0
Polar ρ 786.3 246.1 99.3 45.9 0

ϕ 43.7 0
Experiment 4
Cartesian x 6070.0 3230.2 1525.7 95.6 0

y 8556.2 3934.0 568.5 116.9 0
Polar ρ 3077.6 1603.1 56.9 0 1.8

ϕ 49.5 0

Table 1. Model comparison results of experiments 2–4 (�AICc compared with the best model on each axis).

more natural environments, that is, online experiments.
Moreover, because the online experiments are limited
in the number of trials that could be tested per subject,
we also examined whether the engagement of Cartesian
coordinates emerges in a short time.

To this end, we conducted a comparable online and
short experiment (50 trials per subject) as experiment 1
(Figure 2A). Because the orientation serial dependence
has been replicated in experiment 1, we chose to focus
on the spatial bias by only asking subjects to perform
a spatial position adjustment task using keyboards.
The same analysis was performed. As shown in the
middle and right panels of Figure 2A, similar results
as experiment 1 were found. Specifically, the serial
dependence and central tendency effects occurred
(the see detailed model comparison results in Table
1), and, most important, consistent with experiment
1, the Cartesian coordinates outperformed the polar
coordinates (�AICc = 2073.1). Therefore, the role
of the Cartesian coordinates in mediating serial bias
in continuous 2D spatial perception does not rely on
strictly controlled environmental settings as well as
lengthy tests, but instead emerges rapidly in a natural
context.

Engagement of Cartesian coordinates is not due
to spatial contexts (experiment 3)

A possible confounding factor for the role of the
Cartesian coordinate observed in experiments 1 and 2 is
the shape of the mask that follows the target stimulus.
The square mask might establish certain spatial contexts
in which subjects tend to use the Cartesian coordinates
for spatial perception. To address this question, we
performed experiment 3, the design of which was

exactly the same as experiment 2 (online experiment, 50
trials per subject) except that a round-shaped mask was
presented after the target (left panel, Figure 2B). Given
that a round shape would be more naturally linked
to polar rather than Cartesian coordinates, we could
examine whether the serial bias in spatial perception
would be better characterized via the polar coordinates
in this new experimental setting.

As shown in the middle and right panels of
experiment 2B, similar results were found (see the
detailed model comparison results in Table 1). Most
crucially, the Cartesian still outperformed the polar
coordinate (�AICc = 2237.8), suggesting that the role
of the Cartesian coordinates in serial bias in continuous
2D spatial perception is not due to the spatial context
the following mask might bring about. Instead, the
function of the Cartesian coordinates persists even in
spatial contexts that likely favor the polar coordinate.

Engagement of Cartesian coordinates is not due
to response modality (experiment 4)

For experiments 1, 2, and 3, subjects were instructed
to use four keys (‘w,’ ‘s,’ ‘a,’ and ’d’) on the keyboard,
both offline and online, to adjust the probe position to
match that of the target. Therefore, the response keys
might potentially form a quadrangular grid-like form
(i.e., left, right, up, down), which would facilitate the
role of Cartesian coordinates in 2D spatial perception.
To address this confounding factor, in experiment 4,
subjects were instructed to use the mouse to perform
the spatial reproduction task, that is, moving the mouse
to the target location (left panel, Figure 2C). Because
the mouse response follows a naturally continuous
trajectory in a 2D space and would not be constrained
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by the quadrangular grid-like pattern when using
keyboards, we would expect disrupted Cartesian
coordinates’ role if the keyboard-based response
modality had shaped the spatial coordinates in previous
experiments.

As shown in Figure 3C (middle and right panels),
experiment 4 displayed similar results as before.
Again, subjects’ serial position perception showed
both serial dependence and central tendency effects,
which coexisted in the same trial (see the details for
model comparisons results in Table 1). Most important,
the Cartesian coordinates still outperformed the
polar coordinates in characterizing the serial bias
effect (�AICc = 11499.5). A mixed-effect analysis
that considers random effect supports the same
conclusion (Supplementary Figure S1B). Therefore, the
engagement of Cartesian coordinate in stable spatial
perception over time is not due to the response modality
either.

Discussion

The goal of the present study was to examine the
spatial coordinates of serial bias in continuous 2D
spatial perception. To this end, we performed four
experiments with varying factors, that is, experiment
context (online vs. offline), test length (long vs.
short), spatial context (shape of the visual mask),
and response context (keyboard vs. mouse), which
convergingly demonstrate that serial biases in spatial
perception—serial dependence and central tendency
effect—are better characterized by Cartesian than polar
coordinates. Taken together, Cartesian coordinates
scaffold the spatiotemporal integration process in
continuous 2D spaces to help perceptual stability,
supporting the involvement of allocentric reference
frame and top–down modulation in spatial perception
over long time intervals.

Our results revealed a positive serial dependence
effect in location perception, such that the target
position seems to be pulled toward the previously
encountered location. This attractive effect has been
found for a wide range of features, including orientation
(Cicchini et al., 2018; Fischer &Whitney, 2014; Fritsche
et al., 2017, Fritsche et al., 2020), numerosity (Cicchini,
Anobile, & Burr, 2014), and motion (Alais, Leung, &
Van der Burg, 2017). Prior work has also shown an
attractive effect on spatial position over trials (Bliss
et al., 2017; Manassi et al., 2018), but by testing
targets on an isoeccentric circle. Here we replicated and
extended the findings to continuous 2D spaces that
are more commensurate with daily visual experiences,
thus supporting a general function of attractive serial
dependence in spatial perception. In addition to serial
dependence, we revealed another relatively long-term

serial bias effect, that is, the central tendency effect,
which has been observed in magnitude perception
(Allred et al., 2016; Petzschner et al., 2015; Sciutti
et al., 2012). Therefore, past spatial experience lingers
and integrates with current inputs, as manifested in
serial dependence and central tendency effect, to help
advance the perceptual stability in visual experiences
(Cicchini et al., 2018; Petzschner et al., 2015).

The serial dependence effect has been viewed as an
adaptive smoothing process by forming a continuity
field over space and time (Fischer & Whitney, 2014;
Liberman et al., 2014), yet the spatial coordinates
underlying this spatiotemporal continuity kernel
remain unknown. Here four experiments consistently
revealed that the Cartesian coordinate outperforms the
Polar coordinate in characterizing serial dependence
and central tendency effects in continuous 2D spatial
perception, regardless of experimental context (online
vs. offline), spatial context (shape of the mask; square
vs. round), and response context (keyboard vs. mouse).
Moreover, the superiority of Cartesian coordinates
does not rely on extensive experiences and could
emerge rapidly, that is, within only 50 trials, further
supporting its fundamental role in spatiotemporal
integration. Interestingly, a recent study shows that
serial dependence in color builds up through the
experimental session (Barbosa & Compte, 2020), that
is, weak or even no serial dependence at the beginning
of the experiment. The rapid emergence of serial
dependence in spatial perception thus supports the
fundamental and automatic spatiotemporal continuity.

The quantitative comparison between Cartesian and
polar coordinates could help to elucidate the operation
stage of serial dependence in spatial perception, which
by itself has been found to entail either Cartesian or
polar coordinates in varying contexts. Attneave and
Curlee (1977) revealed Cartesian-based organization in
a multidot spatial pattern reproduction task, whereas
Zetzsche and colleagues (1999), in a Gabor patch
discrimination task, showed evidence favoring polar
coordinates. They proposed that the polar coordinate
would be beneficial in the early stages of visual
processing, given its efficiency in removing the statistical
redundancies of natural images (Zetzsche et al.,
1999). Yang (2018) revealed that Cartesian and polar
representations could be used flexibly under different
task conditions. Specifically, the Cartesian coordinate
dominates when saccades are used to reproduce spatial
location, whereas the polar coordinate is better when
subjects are asked to point to the target position
while maintaining central fixations. Overall, polar and
Cartesian coordinates might be associated with early
and late visual processing stages, respectively, with the
former being retinotopic and eye centered to maximize
discrimination of visual features, whereas the latter
are optimal for stabilizing visual experiences when
eyes move. This finding is consistent with the serial
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dependence literature that repulsive adaptation-like
serial bias reflects efficient information processing at
the low-level stage, whereas attractive serial dependence
operates at a postperceptual level to stabilize the
interpretation of the outside world (Fritsche et al.,
2017; Fritsche et al., 2020; Pascucci et al., 2019).

To our knowledge, no previous studies have
examined the spatial coordinates for serial bias in
2D continuous spatial perception. Nevertheless, our
findings are in line with the prior work showing that
serial dependence on orientation acts in an allocentric
(world-centered or spatiotopic) way (Mikellidou et
al., 2021). Serial dependence is viewed as an optimal
integration process that could be described by an
ideal Bayesian observer model (Fritsche et al., 2020),
and because the visual environment tends to be stable
over time, this integration process would efficiently
alleviate our cognitive loads (Cicchini et al., 2018).
In principle, the temporal smoothing process needs
to be world centered to resist retinal image changes
and advance continuous visual experiences. It is found
that the consciously perceived information (Kim
et al., 2020; Pascucci et al., 2019; Zhang & Alais,
2020), working memory, and feedback from higher
areas (Cicchini, Benedetto, & Burr, 2021; Fritsche
et al., 2017) would influence subsequent perception,
advocating the involvement of higher processing
stages that are presumably more spatiotopic in serial
bias (Burr & Morrone, 2011; McKyton & Zohary,
2007). Thus, the Cartesian coordinate serves as a
reliable spatiotopic, world-centered system to facilitate
temporal redundancy reduction when prior spatial
experience integrates with current information in
continuous 2D spaces.

Finally, in addition to serial bias that occurs at
relatively long temporal scales (e.g., cross trials), there
are also trans-saccadic spatial updating mechanisms
to achieve stability in a spatiotopic (world-centered)
manner (Burr & Morrone, 2011; Drissi-Daoudi et al.,
2020; Fabius et al., 2019; Fairhall et al., 2017). This
trans-saccadic spatial smoothing process presumably
occurs in the Cartesian coordinates as well. The
Cartesian and polar coordinates mainly differ in their
primitive units, that is, rectangular grids of equal size
for Cartesian and unequaled grids for polar (Yang,
2018). The even distribution characteristics endow
the Cartesian coordinate with the capability to form
optimal global representations instead of being biased
to reference points as the polar coordinate does. Thus,
by integrating polar-based representation at early stages
to deal with detailed information around the fovea
and Cartesian-based spatiotopic representations at late
stages, our perceptual system is capable of processing
local details while at the same time maintaining stable
global representations. Different from the fast operation
of saccades (3 times per second), serial dependence
takes place up to tens of seconds, during which many

saccades could be made. Overall, the similar temporal
smoothing principle and the spatial coordinate system
might underlie perception stability over both short and
long time intervals.

Taken together, the present study, in four experiments,
provides converging new evidence supporting that the
serial bias in spatial perception operates in Cartesian
coordinates. Past spatial experiences are represented,
maintained, and integrated into current information
over time, which is organized in a Cartesian coordinate,
to achieve steady representations of the external world.

Keywords: spatial perception, serial dependence,
central tendency, Cartesian coordinates, polar
coordinates
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